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 Introduction 
Monday.com is a platform to manage things. Different things in different industries or even company divisions in the same 
industry. But regardless of what it manages, it does so in a very structured way (with boards, groups, items, updates…) and in 
an extremely visual way. 

Want to create a platform where you see the jobs moving through your plant, and at what stage they are? Create a board 
for that. Want to have a team member see a list of jobs to assemble, or send off? Create a board for that. Want to keep 
track of which jobs have been sent in case a customer calls? Create a board for that. 

You have to maintain all of this information and updating everything manually is a distraction at best. This suite of apps 
gives you everything to upload information to Monday.com from Switch or download information for a specific job from 
Monday.com when necessary. 

Switch? Meet your job dashboard. Monday.com? Meet your workflow. Enchanté! 

1.1. Versions 
The following is a short version overview. 

1.1.1. Version 1 
Initial version of the app. 

1.1.2. Version 2 
This is a major update to the app, that introduces the following major changes: 

• The “Upload to Monday.com” app is still here but is deprecated. It will no longer be maintained. The functionality of this 
app has been integrated into the “Update on Monday.com” app. 

• Traffic light connections have been integrated into three of the four apps. When the interaction with Monday.com goes 
wrong, the incoming file is sent to the Data Error connection. If all goes well the incoming file gets sent to the Data 
Success connection. This should make it easier to handle errors. 

• Uploading the current file from the flow caused the Switch ID to be present in the file name on Monday.com. This is no 
longer the case. 

• When updating the value of columns, it is now possible to specify JSON to update complex columns. 

• The “Update on Monday.com” app still supports updating column values as before, but now also supports up to five 
additional actions. These allow things such as file uploading, setting some complex columns, adding an update (comment) 
to a row… 
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 A suite of apps 
This is a suite of apps. They all talk to Monday.com and they have similar properties to configure them, but each app has 
been optimized to do one thing really well. As a result, they’re simpler to deal with for you and easier to maintain and evolve 
for us. This chapter gives you an overview; the next chapters go into the details for each individual app. 

2.1. Add to Monday.com 
If you give this app the board you are interested in, it will create a new row on the board for you (in the group you select). 
You are in control over what information you put in that row; you might update some columns or all of them.  

The app returns the ID of the row it just created. This allows you to use the “Update on Monday.com” app to add additional 
information to the newly created row. Information such as long text columns, check boxes, links to other boards, files, 
updates… 

2.2. Update on Monday.com 
What if you already have the data in your Monday.com board and you just want to update the status column for example? 
This app has your back. Specify the row you’re interested in (yes, you can search, for example on the job ID) and the app 
allows you to change any column you fancy. 

This app also supports actions to perform “special” tasks with a row on Monday.com. These include filling in data in some of 
the more complex columns, uploading files, adding updates (comments) to the row, etc… 

2.3. Get from Monday.com 
Sending information to Monday.com is great, but what if I want to get information about certain jobs? Can I look for a row 
with a particular job ID and then see what its status is? Or who is the owner of the job so I can have Switch send an email? 
Of course you can; this nifty little app does exactly that. 

Given a row ID or a search that results in a row, it can download exactly those columns you’re interested in, and store the 
information in private data for the passing job. What more can you want? 

2.4. Upload to Monday.com 
While this app is still fully functional, it has been deprecated and will no longer receive updates. You should use the “Update 
on Monday.com” app instead to upload files to Monday.com. 
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 Common principles 
Switch is quite flexible, and so is Monday.com. That makes for some fun possibilities to make the connection between the 
two work, but it also opens up a (small) can of worms. Therefor it’s good to talk about a few principles and ways this 
complexity is tackled in the apps. 

3.1. Terminology 
Monday.com divides information at the highest level into boards. You can look at the information in boards in different 
ways (a calendar, Kanban, list view…), depending on what fits your way of working the best. All of the apps in this suite 
require you to select a board to work with. 

Each board has at least one group in it, but you can create multiple groups to logically manage information. On a job 
tracking board, you might have a separate group for different production facilities for example. Or perhaps it makes more 
sense to group job per product type? The choice is yours. 

On a board, in a group, Monday.com has rows or items. Two different terms that are used for the same concept. In our job 
board example, a row represents a job we’re tracking. In this suite of apps we use the term “row” as much as possible 
(rather than item). 

As in a spreadsheet application or a database, each row has multiple pieces of information. A job probably has an ID, the 
type of job it is, a user-friendly name, a due-date, a person responsible for it, a production status… You name it. These things 
are called columns in Monday.com. 

3.2. ID versus friendly names 
A complexity in Monday.com is that things typically have two identifiers. An internal ID, which is often not user-friendly, and 
a name, or title which is the user-friendly name for it. It is after all (for most people) easier to know what they’re looking at 
if you tell them the board is “Production dashboard” instead of “124596548” (which is the internal board ID). 

However, to talk to Monday.com, you need to know the ID of the item. We’ve tried to make it as easy as possible to work 
with this, but it’s still something you’re going to run into at some point. 

In many places we use what Switch calls a “library property editor” for the apps. This is a property editor that interrogates 
Monday.com and lets you select a value, rather than having to figure it out for yourself. An example is the board selection. 
Rather than having to know the board ID, you can use the “Select from library” option. This shows a dialog window that lists 
all boards, followed by a pipe sign (“|”) and the board ID. Just select the board you want to use and you’re set. 

If you know the ID and prefer to use it for whatever reason, you of course can do that as well. This might be handy if you for 
example want to provide a different board ID depending on some parameter of the job (maybe you have a different board 
for UK jobs vs. jobs from Belgium). In that case you just enter the board ID itself and the app will figure it out. 

3.3. Identifying rows 
Whenever an app requires to know which row you want to work with, it offers two ways to identify that row. 

3.3.1. ID 
The most straightforward way is to allow you to enter a row ID. This is a number that uniquely identifies the row in your 
Monday.com instance. This is particularly useful if you have first added a row to a board. The app to do so returns the ID of 
the newly added row in a private data field of your choice, so later you can retrieve it using a Switch variable or script 
expression. 

3.3.2. Search 
Using the row ID isn’t always straightforward as you might not know the row ID, but rather would like to identify the row 
by searching for a certain value in a specific column. Using the production dashboard example again, each job likely has a 
unique job ID. In that case, the apps will let you search for the job ID of the job in the job ID column. 
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3.4. Identifying columns 
Identifying columns isn’t always straightforward either. Monday.com uses a column title (what you see in the Monday.com 
board) and a column ID (which you really need to use in an automation scenario). Unfortunately this ID isn’t immediately 
visible in Monday.com. What now? 

3.4.1. Using the app 
You can use for example the “Update row” app to identify column IDs. In the “Row selection” property, choose “By value in 
column”. That will bring up two additional properties and the “Column ID” property has a library editor that shows each 
column in your board and its ID. 

3.4.2. Using a Monday.com “beta” feature 
Monday.com has a configuration option that should show you all normally hidden IDs. This is according to them in beta and 
might or might not work for you. 

3.4.3. Using the app again 
When you need to specify a column and can’t use a library editor, the app tries to make your life easier by allowing you to 
specify columns in three different ways. See the examples below: 

• id:date, looks for a column with ID equal to “date”, 

• title:Delivery date, looks for a column with title equal to “Delivery date”, 

• Status, looks for a column where either the ID or the title is equal to “Status”. 
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 Add to Monday.com 
This app adds a new row to a particular Monday.com board. This chapter describes how to configure the app to get the 
desired result. 

4.1. Properties 
4.1.1. Token 
Your API token for Monday.com. To find it, click on your profile icon (bottom left of the Monday.com interface). Then select 
“Admin” and “API”. Then generate and copy the token to paste it into the app. 

4.1.2. Board ID 
The ID of the board you want to work with. In the inline editor for this property you can paste the numeric ID of the board, 
or you can use the “Select from library” editor. This shows you a dialog window with all available boards from which you 
select one. 

4.1.3. Group 
The ID of the group you want to work with. In the inline editor for this property you can paste the ID of the group, or you 
can use the “Select from library” editor. This shows you a dialog window with all available groups from which you select one. 
You have to enter a valid board, before you can select a group. 

If you think the ID of your group is weird and doesn’t match its name, you’re probably right. Check out the section on 
Monday.com IDs at the back of this manual. 

4.1.4. Row name 
The main property of each row on a board is its name. While you could think of this as “just a column”, Monday.com doesn’t 
and as a result this app has a special property for it. This could be the job ID, the name of the Job or anything else that helps 
you identify the row on your board. 

4.1.5. Columns to set 
This is the heart of this app and also the most complex property to set. The property contains an example that explains 
what is expected. In essence you need to have one line for each column value you want to set. A key-value format is used 
where an equal sign (“=”) to separate the key and value. The key is the identification of the column you want to set (see also 
3.4.3 on identifying columns). The value is… the value for the column. Some examples: 

• id:job_id=BE1005599 
Look for the column with ID equal to “job_id” and set its value to “BE1005599”. 

• id:status=Waiting for approval 
Look for the column with ID equal to “status” and set its value to “Waiting for approval”. As you can see in the example 
you can have spaces in the value without having to quote it. 

• title:Order date=2020-09-21 
Look for the column with title equal to “Order date” and set its value to the given date. Here you can see that you can 
have spaces in the title of the column, no quotes necessary (or allowed). 

Some last remarks: the key (the column identification) cannot contain an equal sign, the value can. And setting some 
columns (like a date) requires following some guidelines. See the tips & tricks chapter for more information. Also, there are 
complex columns that cannot be set this way. See the “Update on Monday.com” app for more information, and the tips & 
tricks chapter as there are always more tricks you can try. 

4.1.6. Private data for row ID 
When this app adds a new row on your board, it gets the ID of the row back from Monday.com. This property allows you to 
specify in what private data field that information should be stored so you can use it later to update the row, add a file to 
one of its columns… 
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The default value for this field is “fpMondayRowID”, but you can change it to any valid private data field name. 
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 Update on Monday.com 
This app updates an existing row on a particular Monday.com board. This chapter describes how to configure the app to 
get the desired result. 

5.1. Properties 
5.1.1. Token 
Your API token for Monday.com. To find it, click on your profile icon (bottom left of the Monday.com interface). Then select 
“Admin” and “API”. Then generate and copy the token to paste it into the app. 

5.1.2. Board ID 
The ID of the board you want to work with. In the inline editor for this property you can paste the numeric ID of the board, 
or you can use the “Select from library” editor. This shows you a dialog window with all available boards from which you 
select one. 

5.1.3. Row selection 
Select “by ID” if you know what the ID of the row is you want to update (for example because you added it to the board 
using the Add row app). The additional “ID” property now allows you to enter the row ID. 

Select “By value in column” if you don’t know the row ID and want to search for it. The additional “Column ID” property lets 
you specify which column you want to search in and the “Column value” property what value you want to look for in that 
column. 

The app will only update one row. If your search would result in multiple rows, the first one will be used and a warning will 
be logged in the Switch log so you know this happened. 

5.1.4. Columns to set 
This is the heart of this app and also the most complex property to set. The property contains an example that explains 
what is expected. In essence you need to have one line for each column value you want to set. A key-value format is used 
where an equal sign (“=”) to separate the key and value. The key is the identification of the column you want to set (see also 
3.4.3 on identifying columns). The value is… the value for the column. Some examples: 

• id:job_id=BE1005599 
Look for the column with ID equal to “job_id” and set its value to “BE1005599”. 

• id:status=Waiting for approval 
Look for the column with ID equal to “status” and set its value to “Waiting for approval”. As you can see in the example 
you can have spaces in the value without having to quote it. 

• title:Order date=2020-09-21 
Look for the column with title equal to “Order date” and set its value to the given date. Here you can see that you can 
have spaces in the title of the column, no quotes necessary (or allowed). 

Some last remarks: the key (the column identification) cannot contain an equal sign, the value can. And setting some 
columns (like a date) requires following some guidelines. See the tips & tricks chapter for more information. 

5.2. Actions 
This is a new part of this app that was added in version 2. It allows several actions that are not possible using the “Columns 
to set” technique. Either because Monday.com considers the type of column to be “complex”, or because the action is not 
really column specific. 

The app supports five actions to be done. Of course, you could add it twice in a flow if you have more actions to perform. 
Each action can be set to “None” if you don’t want to use it, or to the type of action you want to perform. The action types 
are described here. 
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5.2.1. Add update 
Each row in Monday.com has an “Updates” section where people can add updates (comments). This action allows you to 
add such an update. 

• Update body 
The text you want to have in the update. This can be a single line or multi-line, and it can use Switch variables to enrich it. 

5.2.2. Set check mark column 
Monday.com has a type of column that displays a checkmark, which can be unchecked or checked. This action sets the 
check mark column. 

• Column ID 
The column containing the check mark you want to update. 

• Checkbox value 
Lets you select either “Checked” or “Unchecked”. 

5.2.3. Set connect boards column 
Monday.com allows two boards to be linked together. A practical example could be that you have a “Client” board that has 
client information, and a “Job” board that displays an overview of current production jobs. On the Job board, you also want 
to show the client for each job. This can be done with a “Connected board” column, as Monday.com calls it. 

Remark that you cannot create this link with the app (that is a limitation of Monday.com); you have to setup the link 
between the two boards in Monday.com. Once you have done so, you can use this action to fill the client column in your 
job board so that the job is linked to the correct client. 

• Column ID 
The column containing the connected boards column you want to update. 

• ID to connect to 
The ID you want to connect to. This needs to be an existing ID from the board this particular column links to. 

5.2.4. Set long text column 
Monday.com has a column type that is called “Long text”. It allows entry of “longer” amounts of text. This action fills in such 
a column. 

• Column ID 
The column containing the long text column you want to update. 

• Text 
The text you want to have in the column. This can be a single line or multi-line, and it can use Switch variables to enrich it. 

5.2.5. Upload file 
In a “Files” column, you can upload one or more files to a Monday.com board. This action does the upload for you. 

• Column ID 
The column you want to upload files to. 

• File to Upload 
What file you want to upload – offers three choices: 

o Incoming file 
Uploads the file that travels through the flow. 

o Dataset 
Uploads one of the datasets of the current job. Which dataset is determed using the Dataset property. 

o Other file 
Lets you select a file from your file system to upload to Monday.com using the File property. You can pick 
a file, type a fixed path to it, use the value from a Switch variable or even use a script expression. 
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 Get from Monday.com 
This app gets the information from an existing row on a particular Monday.com board. This chapter describes how to 
configure the app to get the desired result. 

6.1. Properties 
6.1.1. Token 
Your API token for Monday.com. To find it, click on your profile icon (bottom left of the Monday.com interface). Then select 
“Admin” and “API”. Then generate and copy the token to paste it into the app. 

6.1.2. Board ID 
The ID of the board you want to work with. In the inline editor for this property you can paste the numeric ID of the board, 
or you can use the “Select from library” editor. This shows you a dialog window with all available boards from which you 
select one. 

6.1.3. Row selection 
Select “by ID” if you know what the ID of the row is you want get the information from (for example because you added it 
to the board using the Add row app). The additional “ID” property now allows you to enter the row ID. 

Select “By value in column” if you don’t know the row ID and want to search for it. The additional “Column ID” property lets 
you specify which column you want to search in and the “Column value” property what value you want to look for in that 
column. 

The app will get information for only one row. If your search would result in multiple rows, the first one will be used and a 
warning will be logged in the Switch log so you know this happened. 

6.1.4. Columns mappings 
This is the heart of this app and also the most complex property to set. The property contains an example that explains 
what is expected. In essence you need to have one line for each column value you want to extract. A key-value format is 
used where an equal sign (“=”) to separate the key and value. The key is the identification of the column you want to get the 
information from (see also 3.4.3 on identifying columns). The value is the name of the private data field you want to store 
the information in. Some examples: 

• id:job_id=fpJobID 
Look for the column with ID equal to “job_id” and store its value in the private data field named “fpJobID”. 

• id:status 
id:status= 
Both forms look for the column with ID equal to “status” and store it in a private data field named “status”. As the lines 
don’t contain a name for the private data field, it’s the column ID that is used. 

• title:Order date=fpOrderDate 
Look for the column with title equal to “Order date” and store its value in the private data field named “fpOrderDate”. 

Bonus tip of the week: if you want to make your life easier, you can leave this property completely empty. In that case the 
app is going to extract all columns and store them in private data fields with the name the same as the ID of that column. 
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 Upload to Monday.com 
This app uploads a file to a column in a Monday.com board. This chapter describes how to configure the app to get the 
desired result. 

While this app is still fully functional, it has been deprecated and will no longer receive updates. You should use the “Update 
on Monday.com” app instead to upload files to Monday.com. 

7.1. Properties 
7.1.1. Token 
Your API token for Monday.com. To find it, click on your profile icon (bottom left of the Monday.com interface). Then select 
“Admin” and “API”. Then generate and copy the token to paste it into the app. 

7.1.2. Board ID 
The ID of the board you want to work with. In the inline editor for this property you can paste the numeric ID of the board, 
or you can use the “Select from library” editor. This shows you a dialog window with all available boards from which you 
select one. 

7.1.3. Row selection 
Select “by ID” if you know what the ID of the row is you want to add the file to (for example because you added it to the 
board using the Add row app). The additional “ID” property now allows you to enter the row ID. 

Select “By value in column” if you don’t know the row ID and want to search for it. The additional “Column ID” property lets 
you specify which column you want to search in and the “Column value” property what value you want to look for in that 
column. 

The app will only add the file to one row. If your search would result in multiple rows, the first one will be used and a 
warning will be logged in the Switch log so you know this happened. 

7.1.4. File column ID 
The column you want to upload the file in. This should be a Monday.com column that supports file uploads! 

7.1.5. File to upload 
The file you want to upload. This can be either the incoming file (that triggered the app), a dataset attached to the incoming 
file, or a specific other file. Some additional points: 

• Multiple files are not supported. Consider zipping them into a single file before using this app. But… 

• … these files are uploaded to your Monday.com account. Make sure you have sufficient storage. You can of course always 
use Switch (and perhaps an application such as callas pdfToolbox) to create low-res versions of your PDF or JPEG preview 
images before you upload the file. 
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 Tips, tricks & pitfalls 
This chapter describes more advanced topics, limits and implementation limits, tips and tricks. 

8.1. Rate limiting 
The Monday.com API implements rate limiting which restricts the number of calls you can do to the API (with the number 
depending on what they call the complexity of the job. The app currently doesn’t implement any mechanism to queue 
Monday.com requests so you will need to construct your Switch flows in such a way that you don’t violate the rate limiting.  

For more information about rate limiting and complexity, see here: https://monday.com/developers/v2#rate-limits-section. 
In general modifying boards is much more expensive than querying information (mostly as the apps really allow you to 
query a single row at a time). 

8.2. Monday.com IDs 
When you’re looking at the IDs Monday.com uses for boards, groups, rows, columns… you might notice that the ID often 
has nothing to do with the item and that apparently you can’t change it to something that makes more sense. That is 
correct and a limitation of the software. 

8.3. Updating columns 
When updating columns, it is necessary that your value matches the column as Monday.com does implement limitations. 
Two examples: 

• A date column expects the date in the only sane format: “yyyy-MM-dd”. An example is “1971-09-21”. 

• A tag column only allows existing tag values.  

You can read more about this in the technical Monday.com information here: https://monday.com/developers/v2#simple-
column-values-section. If you violate the Monday.com restrictions, there will be an error message in the Switch log so you 
can try to figure out where the error occurred and why. 

8.3.1. Complex columns 
Some columns cannot be updated using the default mechanism these apps use; the link to the Monday.com 
documentation gives a clue when it has “simple-column-values” in the URL. So, essentially Monday.com has “simple” 
columns, and “complex” columns. Some of these complex columns are supported by the “Update on Monday.com” app in 
its “actions”, others are not (yet) supported there. 

If they are not yet supported, there’s another trick you can try. When you set the value of a column, such as:  

Title:Print status=fpPrintStatus 

This will work only for simple columns. But you can also use the following syntax: 

Title:Active=json:{"checked" : "true"} 

This tells the app that you are trying to send JSON information to Monday.com to set a complex column. In this case you’re 
trying to set a check mark in a checkbox column. The “json:” part in front of the value informs the app to handle that part 
as proper JSON. 

What JSON to use can be found in the Monday.com documentation. Alternatively, don’t hesitate to ask us to support 
specific column types in a next version of the app! 

8.4. Deleting information 
At this moment, this suite of apps does not allow deleting information from Monday.com. This is not a technical limitation in 
Monday.com and could be implemented if it is something you need in your workflow. We have not done this for a number 
of reasons, mainly: 

• Doesn’t automatically delete stuff from a system like this make you cringe? Yeah, us too. 
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• We would need to find a good way to identify what needs to be deleted and how to delete it. There are certainly ideas 
on how that might function, but we’d rather implement it in a practical project so we know it’s useful from the get-go. 
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 More information 
9.1. Four Pees ━ feel the good flow 
This app was created by Four Pees. You can find more information about our company here: http://www.fourpees.com. We 
created this app based on the experience we have with projects where Switch is used, but of course that is not a guarantee 
that the app will be suitable for every project out there. 

If you run into a problem, or this app doesn’t completely cover what you had hoped it would, don’t hesitate to send us 
feedback. There are multiple ways you can do this: 

• Go to our website and use the contact page: https://www.fourpees.com/en/contact. 

• Send us an email at support@fourpees.com. You’ll get a confirmation message and we’ll be with you before you can say 
“Automation”. 

9.2. Free apps 
If you’re using one of our free apps, please keep in mind that our support on those is limited. We believe this is fair as free 
apps can’t be handled the same way as payable project work. 

That having been said, we of course will try to help you as best as we can! Just get in contact and we’ll have a conversation 
on how we can help you. 

 


